
12-19-77 

Dear Mr Weisberg; 

Greetings and hope you are doing well. Am enclosing copies of "Harry 
Dean" statement and "Fensterwald"interview. The Fensterwald one is somewhat 
strange in content. I sincerly doubt Carter could ask the CIA what happened, 
and get an honest answer. 

I will include the "Leroy Barton payne"statement in another mailing after 
Xmas. It was rather faint,and would not copy well on the machine I used this 
time. I will either use another machine or pencil in the illegible parts. 

I talked to Gary Schoener a few days ago. He is still having trouble with 
a counseling program,although it is no longer in the news. He sends his best 
regards and plans to write you soon. 

I suspect that you have already read the article in "The Continuing Inquiry" 
(Nov-22-77) regarding "Jean Souetre". Could his presense in Dallas on the 

day of the assassination,have any connection to the participation of French 
Intelligence in the book"Farewell America"? I recall seeing—in the Bill Box- 
-ley files,a group of documents and reports regarding that book. A large part 
of the file was written in french. Is it possible that "Boxley"obtained them 

on hi3 own? Or,perhaps just copied them from files in Garrison’s office? 
Iwill oe spending the last week of this month in my hometown,near the Can- 

-adian border. I hope to catch up on some reading and drinking.(I hope your 
Xmas also goes well).... 

We found your "Post Mortem"at a local book$ store,a short time after it came 
out. Do you plan to publish another book soon? I would look forward to it,as 
nothing much of importance has come out recently. 

Thats about all...for now. I am getting some of the "Rill Boxley"files soon 
and suspect I will have to phone you with a few questions after • 
I get k oasic understanding of them. mrmnm 

Sincerly 
Wendell Krueth 

1618-13-Av,So. 
Kpls Minn 

55104 

P3: The FBI letter to James Horwitz is in response to an article 
by Horwitz. I would include it if it was clear enough to copy. My 
copy was done on a bad "wet copier"and will not reproduce. 


